Summer Fun
Learning with
Holst

Suggested Age: 5-11

SKIPPING

You Will Need: a skipping
rope
Helpful Hint: Try watching
YouTube Videos on how to
skip (Americans call it
jump rope)

Tips for Teaching How to Skip:
Before someone can learn to skip they need to be able to:
• Jump/hop over a rope laid on the floor.
• They need to be able to hold and turn the rope without
worrying about jumping.
• Jump on the spot 10 times or hop from one foot to the other
staying in the same place 10 times.
• Move their arms and legs at the same time e.g. doing star
jumps.
• Time their jump/hop – can they jump/hop in time with the
beat? Use music with a strong beat.
Practice each of these steps individually before trying to co-ordinate
them.
Make sure you have more than enough space for the child to swing
the rope, if your child has reduced body awareness they will
probably move around a bit.
The child should start with the rope held in both hands so that it
touches the ground behind them. Get them to lift their arms so the
rope lifts up and swings against their legs. Do this 5-10 times.
Get them to bring the rope up over their head so that it lands in
front of them.
Once they can do this they can start to jump or step over the rope.
Go really slowly. Get them to wait for the rope to stop before they
jump or step over it.
Once your child has mastered the process they can start to speed
up. They could try skipping to music to help them establish a
rhythm

We’d love to find out how you got on - post a comment
or photo on our Twitter or Facebook book page

